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Time and
Venue

Rate

Surrender to your Soul Reading
Taryn connects with your Guides to share messages from your
Higher Self that support your expansion, freedom, contribution
and purpose on Earth. These sessions are healing in nature
and the Guides present any information that support your
Highest Good at this time. This can include information
regarding vows and contracts from past lives. The sessions are
transformational and shift perspective opening up new insights
and choices.
A full session is an in depth opportunity to receive and integrate
guidance from your spiritual support team.

60 minutes

R 850 per
session

Radiokop Gauteng
(Payment option
South Africa
available through
OR
PayPal
Zoom/Skype
$ 65 per session)

Clients frequently mention how much lighter they feel after a
session and how much things now make sense.
*** Gift Vouchers are available ***

Surrender to your Soul Remote Reading
This is a 30 minute audio reading and report completed without
any physical contact. This can be requested on behalf of
someone else or for your own personal growth. All that is
required is a photograph and within 5 days of the request you
will receive a link to the reading and report. When requesting for
someone else, the session will only be completed if there is
permission given by that persons higher self and guides.

Surrender to your Soul Coaching Program

No time needed
from person being
read
Email

60 minutes

R 650 per
reading
(Payment option
available through
PayPal
$ 50 per session)

R 750 per
session

A series of monthly sessions (a minimum of 5) to gain continual, Radiokop Gauteng (Payment option
South Africa
guidance, support and integration of your Soul intention into
available through
OR
your daily life. These sessions focus on whatever is of highest
PayPal
Zoom/Skype
priority at that time and are deeply transformational.
$ 65 per session)

Offering

Time and
Venue

Surrender to your Soul Relationship Session
A relationship always provides an opportunity for growth of
some kind. This is a powerful session for 2 people to dive
deeper into the gifts the relationship is offering to each person.
This is for available for any type of relationship (romantic,
family, friendship or business). Given the depth of these
sessions, they are only available if both parties have had
an individual reading and both are open to the relationship
reading

90 minutes

Rate

R 1 500 per
session

Radiokop Gauteng (Payment option
South Africa
available through
OR
PayPal
Zoom/Skype
$ 110 per
session)

Personal Soul Crystal Reading
Each of us has a personal soul crystal. Your Personal Soul
Crystal is a tool for your personal spiritual growth and whilst you
may enjoy working with many crystals, this crystal holds a
special connection for you. As you wear it, meditate with it and
use it in your day to day life, it will help you integrate with your
Higher Self and your intuitive knowing. It is the key to your
spiritual wisdom and pathway to the Light.

Special Launch
Price
No time needed
from person being
read

***
R 750 per
reading

Email
(Payment option
available through
PayPal
$ 55 per session)

You also have 2 wing crystals which provide additional wisdom
and energetic support for the challenges of this lifetime.
Taryn will connect and channel your specific crystals and send
you a report with a special message from each crystal and a
video of how to use these in a personal crystal grid.

Keys of Consciousness Reading
When you came to Earth, you created a box for yourself, in this
you placed various symbols, objects, messages and crystals.
These are the Keys to your Consciousness. This box is safely
stored in the Amenti Halls and when you see or come in contact
with any of these objects, you connect and “wake up” to your
true Divine Spirit and purpose at this time.
In this session, Taryn gives a vivid description of your box and
all the keys within it. This empowers you with wonderful tools to
use in your spiritual practices and day to day life for integration
with your spirit.

60 minutes

R 990 per
reading

Radiokop Gauteng
(Payment option
South Africa
available through
OR
PayPal
Zoom/Skype
$ 65 per session)

Book your session today: Contact Stacey on admin@surrendertoyoursoul.com

www.surrendertoyoursoul.com

